From: Eric Brunner‐Williams [mailto:brunner@nic‐naa.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2010 1:58 AM
To: RT Candidature
Subject: Re: CV and motivation letter of Eric Brunner‐Williams, Additional GNSO
Requirements
The following information is offered to satisfy the Additional GNSO
Requirements.
My full name and contact information of the applicant (including the
name of my employers and title) is as follows:
Thomas Eric Brunner‐Williams
525 Linn Street, Ithaca, New York, 14850, United States of America
phone: +1 207 756 3518
email: ebw@abenaki.wabanaki.net
I am employed as the Chief Technical Officer of CORE, Internet Council
of Registrars, located in Geneva Switzerland, an ICANN accredited
registrar and the registry services provider for .museum and .cat.
I am also employed as the contract operator of USA Webhost, located in
Portland Maine, also an ICANN accredited registrar, and a member of CORE.
The ICANN Geographic Region in which I am a citizen and a resident is
North America.
I am able and willing to commit at least ten hours per week during the
review period, in addition to participating in the planned face to
face and/or teleconference review team meetings.
I have senior management/leadership interest in CORE, a non‐profit
corporation, and financial ownership interest in the USA Entities,
for‐profit corporations, of which USA Webhost is one corporation.
I have an additional senior management/leadership interest in an
application development effort for Native, Aboriginal and Indigenous
Peoples, which is a non‐profit corporation.
I will not be representing any other party or person through my review
team participation.
My knowledge of the GNSO community, structure and operations comes
from involvement from the DNSO period, as an ICANN participant,
initially for NeuStar, subsequently for USA Webhost, and during the
GNSO period, through remote participation and face‐to‐face participation.
In the past two years I've been involved in the GNSO's work on WHOIS,
on Fast Flux, on IDNs, and on reform through the GWOT.
A personal qualification of relevance to the accountability and
transparency review team is my participation in the IETF, and in the

IETF's own internal accountability and transparency review working
groups, POISED, etc. The IETF has achieved a level of accountability
and transparency, and self‐review which is a model to reflect upon.
I self‐identify with the Registrar Constituency, and the Registry
Constituency.
This concludes the Additional GNSO Requirements response.
Eric

